States will enable it to expand the availability of affordable telecommunications services to qualifying consumers, leading to lower prices and increased choice.36

The instant request for limited ETC designation must be examined in light of the Act’s goal of providing low-income consumers with access to telecommunications services. The primary purpose of universal service is to ensure that consumers—particularly low-income consumers—receive affordable and comparable telecommunications services. Given this context, designating i-wireless as an ETC would significantly benefit low-income consumers eligible for Lifeline services in the Non-Jurisdictional States—who are the intended beneficiaries of universal service. The company’s participation in the Lifeline program also undoubtedly would increase opportunities for the company to serve these customers with appealing and affordable service offerings.

i-wireless’ Lifeline customers will receive the same high-quality wireless services and exceptional customer service provided to all Company customers. i-wireless’ Lifeline rate plans will not only allow feature-rich mobile connectivity for qualifying subscribers at no cost to the subscriber, but also will bring a variety of rate plans into the reach of Lifeline customers that are comparable in minutes and features to those available to post-paid wireless subscribers — but at low Lifeline rates and without a credit check or a term contract requirement. By allowing customers to apply the Lifeline discount to the rate plan that best meets their individual needs, i-wireless truly presents a unique benefit to low-income consumers and establishes itself as a pioneer in the prepaid wireless marketplace.

Low-income consumers will further benefit from i-wireless’ service because of i-wireless’ unique software distribution platform that will allow customers to purchase both phones and refill minutes at local stores in neighborhoods where many Lifeline-eligible customers reside. i-wireless has existing relationships with over 2,200 such neighborhood retailers across the United States. This innovative distribution model is more practical and convenient for potential Lifeline customers than other mechanisms, because it allows customers to obtain phones, service, and minutes without the expense and trouble of traveling to retail locations outside their neighborhoods or to having access to a computer to go online. i-wireless’ distribution arrangement will therefore advance the Commission’s goals of increasing awareness of and participation in the Lifeline program.

Most importantly, i-wireless’ Lifeline service will provide low-income residents with the convenience and security offered by wireless services—even if their financial position deteriorates. ETC designation in the Non-Jurisdictional States would enable i-wireless to offer appealing and affordable service offerings to low-income customers to ensure that they are able to afford wireless services on a consistent and uninterrupted basis. Without question, prepaid wireless services have become essential for lower-income customers, providing them with value for their money, access to emergency services on wireless devices, and a reliable means of contact for prospective employers, social service agencies or dependents. Providing i-wireless with the authority necessary to offer discounted Lifeline services to those most in danger of losing wireless service altogether undoubtedly promotes the public interest.

In sum, ETC designation in the Non-Jurisdictional States would enable i-wireless to provide all of the public benefits cited by the Commission in its analysis in the TracFone and Virgin Mobile Orders. Namely, i-wireless would provide “increased consumer choice, high-
quality service offerings, and mobility,\textsuperscript{37} as well as the safety and security of effective 911 and E911 services.\textsuperscript{38}

B. The Benefits of Competitive Choice

The benefits to consumers of being able to choose from among a variety of telecommunications service providers have been acknowledged by the FCC for more than three decades.\textsuperscript{39} Designation of i-wireless as an ETC will promote competition and innovation, and spur other carriers to target low-income consumers with service offerings tailored to their needs and to improve their existing networks to remain competitive, resulting in improved services to consumers. Designation of i-wireless as an ETC will help assure that quality services are available at “just, reasonable, and affordable rates” as envisioned in the Act.\textsuperscript{40} Designation of i-wireless as an ETC would offer Lifeline-eligible consumers an additional choice of providers for accessing telecommunications services, representing a significant step towards ensuring that all low-income consumers share in the many benefits associated with access to wireless services.

C. Impact on the Universal Service Fund

i-wireless' request for designation as an ETC solely for Lifeline purposes would not unduly burden the USF or otherwise reduce the amount of funding available to other ETCs. The secondary role of Lifeline support with respect to overall USF expenditures is well documented. According to the Joint-Board's most recent monitoring report, Lifeline funding totaled approximately $775 million in 2006 while high-cost program expenditures amounted to

\textsuperscript{37} See Virgin Mobile Order, 24 FCC Rcd at 3395 ¶ 38; TracFone ETC Order, 23 FCC Rcd at 6212 ¶ 15.

\textsuperscript{38} See Virgin Mobile Order, 24 FCC Rcd at 3391 ¶ 23.

\textsuperscript{39} See, e.g., Specialized Common Carrier Services, 29 FCC Rcd 870 (1971).

\textsuperscript{40} See 47 U.S.C. § 254(b)(1).
approximately $4.1 billion—more than five times the amount of Lifeline funding.\(^{41}\) Although many parties have raised concerns over the growth in the USF’s high-cost program, the Lifeline program has triggered no similar outcry. Limited designation of i-wireless as an ETC in the Non-Jurisdictional States, however, raises no similar concerns and any incremental increases in Lifeline expenditures are far outweighed by the significant public interest benefits of expanding the availability of affordable wireless services to low-income consumers.\(^{42}\) As noted in the FCC’s *i-wireless Forbearance Order*, “the additional choice and service options of another wireless reseller offering a service for low-income consumers represents a significant benefit for consumers and is in the public interest.”\(^{43}\) “A new entrant should incent existing wireless reseller ETCs to offer better service and terms to their customers, which provides additional evidence that forbearance [associated with granting i-wireless’ *Petition for Forbearance*] in the context of the Lifeline program outweighs the potential costs.”\(^{44}\)

**VII. ANTI-DRUG ABUSE CERTIFICATION**

i-wireless certifies that no party to this Petition is subject to denial of federal benefits, including FCC benefits, pursuant to Section 5301 of the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1988.

\(^{41}\) *See Universal Service Monitoring Report, CC Docket 98-202, Tables 2.2 and 3.1 (2008).*

\(^{42}\) Projections for the number of Lifeline subscribers i-wireless expects to have within a year after ETC designation in the Non-Jurisdictional States are attached as Exhibit M.

\(^{43}\) *i-wireless Forbearance Order*, ¶ 19.

\(^{44}\) *Id.*
VIII. CONCLUSION

As discussed above, designation of i-wireless as an ETC in the Non-Jurisdictional States accords with the requirements of Section 214(e)(6) of the Act and is in the public interest.

For all of the foregoing reasons, i-wireless respectfully requests that the Commission designate i-wireless as an ETC in the Non-Jurisdictional States.

Respectfully submitted,

I-WIRELESS, LLC

By: [Name]

Patrick McDonough
Vice President
1 Levee Way
Suite 3104
Newport, KY 41071

July 27, 2010
Exhibit A

i-wireless, LLC’s Lifeline Rates

(1) Lifeline Service Offering
100 minutes per month
(additional usage priced at 10 cent minutes and 10 cent text messages)
Free handset
Voicemail, Caller-ID, call waiting, three-way calling
Net cost to Lifeline customer: $0 (free)

Talk Plans

- Talk plan / 200 anytime minutes
  Net cost to Lifeline customer: $5
- Talk Plus plan / 200 anytime minutes and unlimited off-peak minutes
  Net cost to Lifeline customer: $15
- Talk Unlimited plan / Unlimited voice
  Net cost to Lifeline customer: $25 ($35 without Kroger shopper’s card)

Text Plans

- Text plan / Unlimited texting with 10 cent minutes
  Net cost to Lifeline customer: $5
- Text Plus plan / Unlimited texting and 200 minutes
  Net cost to Lifeline customer: $25
- Unlimited Talk & Text plan / Unlimited voice and texting
  Net cost to Lifeline customer: $35 ($45 without Kroger shopper’s card)

Pay-per-use

- Basic / 20 cent minutes & 20 cent outgoing text messages

* Included in all Lifeline rate plans:
  Free handset
  Voicemail, Caller-ID, call waiting, three-way calling
  Free incoming text messages
  Free calls to Customer Service
  Free balance checks
  Ability to accumulate Free Minutes with Kroger shopper’s card purchases
Exhibit B

Affirmative Statement of the Alabama Public Service Commission
BY THE COMMISSION:

In a joint pleading submitted on September 11, 2001, Pine Belt Cellular, Inc. and Pine Belt PCS, Inc. (collectively referred to as "Pine Belt") each notified the Commission of their desire to be designated as universal service eligible telecommunications carriers ("ETCs") for purposes of providing wireless ETC service in certain of the non-rural Alabama wireline service territories of BellSouth Telecommunications, Inc. ("BellSouth") and Verizon South, Inc. ("Verizon"). The Pine Belt companies noted their affiliation with Pine Belt Telephone Company, a provider of wireline telephone service in rural Alabama, but clarified that they exclusively provide cellular telecommunications and personal communications (collectively referred to as "CMRS" or "wireless") services in their respective service areas in Alabama in accordance with licenses granted by the Federal Communications Commission ("FCC"). The pivotal issue raised in the joint pleading of Pine Belt companies is whether the Commission will assert jurisdiction in this matter given the wireless status of the Pine Belt companies.

As noted in the filing of the Pine Belt companies, state Commissions have primary responsibility for the designation of eligible telecommunications carriers in their respective jurisdictions for universal service purposes pursuant to 47 USC §214(e). The Commission indeed established guidelines and requirements for attaining ETC status in this jurisdiction pursuant to notice issued on October 31, 1997.

For carriers not subject to state jurisdiction, however, §214(e)(6) of the Telecommunications Act of 1996 provides that the FCC shall, upon request, designate such carriers as ETCs in non-rural service territories if said carriers meet the requirements of §214(e)(1). In an FCC Public Notice released December 29, 1997 (FCC 97-419) entitled "Procedures for FCC designation of Eligible Telecommunications Carriers pursuant to §214(e)(6) of the Telecommunications Act", the FCC required each applicant seeking ETC designation from the FCC to provide, among other things, "a certification and brief statement of supporting facts demonstrating that the Petitioner is not subject to the jurisdiction of a state Commission."

The Pine Belt companies enclosed with their joint pleading completed ETC application forms as developed by the Commission. In the event the Commission determines that it does not have jurisdiction to act on the Pine Belt request for ETC status, however, the Pine Belt companies seek an affirmative written statement from the Commission indicating that the Commission lacks jurisdiction to grant them ETC status as wireless carriers.

The issue concerning the APSC’s jurisdiction over providers of cellular services, broadband personal communications services, and commercial mobile radio services is one that was rather recently addressed by the Commission. The Commission indeed issued a Declaratory Ruling on March 2, 2000, in Docket 26414 which concluded that as the result of certain amendments to the Code of Alabama, 1975 §40-21-120(2) and (1)(a) effectuated in June of 1999, the APSC has no authority to regulate, in any respect, cellular services, broadband personal communications services and commercial mobile radio services in Alabama. Given the aforementioned conclusions by the Commission, it seems rather clear that the Commission has no jurisdiction to take action on the Application of the Pine Belt companies for ETC status in this jurisdiction. The Pine Belt companies and all other wireless providers seeking ETC status should pursue their ETC designation request with the FCC as provided by 47 USC §214(e)(6).
IT IS, THEREFORE, ORDERED BY THE COMMISSION, That the Commission's jurisdiction to grant Eligible Telecommunications Carrier status for universal service purposes does not extend to providers of cellular services, broadband personal communications services, and commercial mobile radio services. Providers of such services seeking Eligible Telecommunications Carrier status should accordingly pursue their requests through the Federal Communications Commission.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, That this Order shall be effective as of the date hereof.

DONE at Montgomery, Alabama, this 12th day of March, 2002.

ALABAMA PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION

Jim Sullivan, President

Jan Cook, Commissioner

George C. Wallace, Jr., Commissioner

ATTEST: A True Copy

Walter L. Thomas, Jr., Secretary
Exhibit C

Affirmative Statement of the Connecticut Department of Public Utility Control
August 10, 2010
In reply, please refer to:
UR:PAP

Lance J.M. Steinhart, Esquire
1720 Windward Concourse
Suite 115
Atlanta, Georgia 30005

Re: Request for Letter Clarifying Jurisdiction Over Wireless CETC Petitions

Dear Mr. Steinhart:

The Department of Public Utility Control (Department) acknowledges receipt of your July 23, 2010 letter filed on behalf of i-wireless, LLC (i-wireless) seeking clarification as to whether the Department asserts jurisdiction to designate competitive eligible telecommunications carriers (CETC) in Connecticut. According to your letter, i-wireless seeks designation as a CETC in Connecticut and believes that the Department does not assert jurisdiction to designate CETCs in the state and that carriers must apply to the Federal Communications Commission for certification.

The Department has reviewed your request and notes that it has approved requests for CETC status from wireline-based carriers. However, in the instant case, i-wireless is a mobile virtual network operator. The Department does not regulate or license mobile carrier services' rates and charges and therefore, it is not subject to the Department's jurisdiction for the purposes of designating CETC status.

Sincerely,

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC UTILITY CONTROL

Kimberley J. Santopietro
Executive Secretary
Exhibit D

Affirmative Statement of the Delaware Public Service Commission
VIA E-MAIL

Lance J.M. Steinhart, P.C.
1720 Windward Concourse
Suite 115
Alpharetta, Georgia 30005

Dear Mr. Steinhart:

I received your letter on behalf of i-wireless, LLC requesting clarification on Delaware's competitive eligible telecommunication carrier process. This is to confirm that Delaware is a “default” State and, therefore, it is the FCC, not Delaware, that determines eligibility to receive the federally-subsidized price reductions. I am attaching the October 11, 2005 order in PSC Docket No. 05-016T that discusses this issue in a Verizon Delaware, Inc. docket.

I will attach these documents to an e-mail so that you will receive them expeditiously. If you would also like a hard copies of the documents by mail let me know by e-mail and I will forward them to you.

Sincerely,

Janis L. Dillard
Acting Executive Director
IN THE MATTER OF THE APPLICATION OF
VERIZON DELAWARE INC., TO MODIFY THE
LIFELINE SERVICE BY ADDING AN INCOME QUALIFIER TO THE ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA
(PFILED JUNE 17, 2005)

ORDER NO. 6736

This 11th day of October, 2005, the Commission determines and
Orders the following:

1. In the jargon of the federal Lifeline/Link-Up program, Delaware is a "federal default State." Delaware has never, by either state law or state regulation, ordained, nor funded, a stand-alone program to provide discounts on basic telephone services charges for low-income subscribers. Consequently, it was not until 1997, when the Federal Communications Commission ("FCC") revamped the federal Lifeline/Link-Up program, that Delaware subscribers first became eligible for participation in the federal Lifeline program.1 And given that in a "federal default State" only federally-raised monies are used to reimburse eligible carriers for the Lifeline and Link-Up discounts, it is the FCC, and not the state commission, that gets to call the tune about who should be eligible to receive these federally-subsidized price reductions.

2. Since 1997, Verizon Delaware Inc. ("VZ-DE") has been designated as an "eligible telecommunications carrier" and has offered

1See PSC Order No. 4684 (Dec. 16, 1997) (summarizing Delaware history and electing to allow "Tier 2" federal support to eligible Delaware subscribers).
federal Lifeline discounts on the federal list of supported services.\textsuperscript{2} And even though in "default" States, Lifeline is almost an exclusively federal program, VZ-DB has, since 1997, filed at the State level, tariff provisions setting forth its Lifeline offerings.\textsuperscript{1}

3. In 2004, the FCC changed some of the "eligibility" rules describing which subscribers may participate in the federal Lifeline/Link-Up program.\textsuperscript{4} In particular, the 2004 amendments added additional programs to the list of "eligible" programs where participation confers federal default Lifeline/Link-Up eligibility.\textsuperscript{5} The 2004 amendments also introduced an additional eligibility criteria premised on the subscriber's household income.\textsuperscript{6} Eligible telecommunications carriers, such as VZ-DE, were given one year to implement this new, additional income-based eligibility criteria.\textsuperscript{7}

4. To implement these changes prescribed by the FCC, VZ-DE initially filed revisions to the Lifeline and Link-Up portions of its

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{2}See PSC Order No. 4680 (Dec. 17, 1997) ("ETC" designation for VZ-DB). See also PSC Docket No. 97-023T (initial Lifeline tariff filing by VZ-DE).
\item From December 2000 through December 2003, VZ-DB offered, under its state tariff, an "expanded" Lifeline program for Delaware. The discounts under such program exceeded the Tiers 1 & 2 levels normally available in a default State. VZ-DB offered this expanded program to fulfill a condition imposed by the FCC in approving the Bell Atlantic-GTE merger. See PSC Order No. 6317 (Dec. 9, 2003) (explaining content and cause of this expanded Lifeline offering). Whether Delaware remained a "default State" during this period when VZ-DB subsidized the deeper discounts is an issue that need now be explored or resolved. This "expanded" program ended in December 2003.
\item \textsuperscript{4}In the Matter of Lifeline and Link-Up, Report and Order and Further NPRM, 19 FCC Rcd. 8302 (FCC 2004) ("Lifeline Order").
\item \textsuperscript{5}47 C.F.R. §§ 54.409(b) (Lifeline eligibility criteria in "default" State); 54.415(b) (Link-Up eligibility criteria in "default" State).
\item \textsuperscript{6}47 C.F.R. §§ 54.409(b), 54.410 (Lifeline); 54.415(b), 54.416 (Link-Up).
\item \textsuperscript{7}47 C.F.R. §§ 54.410(a)(ii), 54.416.
\end{itemize}
State tariff. These changes incorporated into the State tariff provisions the expanded list of "eligibility-conferring" programs. At the same time, the Commission Staff began discussions with VZ-DE to determine whether, under the applicable federal default rules, it was appropriate for VZ-DE to continue to include in its State tariff Lifeline provisions language that conditioned Lifeline eligibility on the subscriber foregoing the ability to purchase many optional or vertical services. Eventually, VZ-DE revised its State tariff Lifeline provisions to delete the questioned restrictions. Then in June 2005, VZ-DE filed another Tariff revision to reflect its implementation of the household-income criteria for eligibility for Lifeline and Link-Up discounts. Finally, on September 9, 2005, VZ-DE submitted another set of revised tariff sheets reflecting further textual revisions, as originally suggested by Staff. In part, these final changes sought to make the State tariff’s description of how VZ-DE would administer its Lifeline/Link-Up program to more closely parallel the governing federal default rules.

---

9That restriction - limiting Lifeline subscribers to a small group of designated vertical services - had been a continual part of VZ-DE’s state-tariffed Lifeline offerings since 1997. In its Lifeline Order, the FCC expressed its belief that "any restriction on the purchase of vertical services may discourage qualified consumers from enrolling and may serve as a barrier to participation in the [Lifeline] program. Lifeline Order at ¶ 53.
10See PSC Dkt. No. 05-008T (filed April 8, 2005; eff. April 16, 2005).
11See PSC Dkt. No. 05-016T (filed June 17, 2005; eff. June 22, 2005).
12See PSC Dkt. No. 05-016T, amended tariff sheets filed on September 9, 2005 but with effective date of June 22, 2005).
5. The Commission enters this Order not so much to "approve" the various Lifeline filings made by VZ-DE but to recount the course of the filings made since the FCC changed its federal Lifeline/Link-Up program in 2004. Indeed, given that Delaware is a "default" State, VZ-DE's Lifeline/Link-Up offerings are governed more by the federal default rules than by any "approved" State tariff provision. Any State tariff provision that might conflict with a federal default rule would necessarily have to yield. However, the Commission will accept the Lifeline and Link-Up tariff filings lodged by VZ-DE. The Commission believes that VZ-DE's last submission (in September 2005) sets forth a Lifeline and Link-Up offering that is consistent with the federal default rules. However, the filing and acceptance of the State tariff provisions should not be seen as foreclosing any later challenge that VZ-DE's program falls short of the federal directives.

Now, therefore, IT IS ORDERED:

1. That, as explained in the body of this Order, the Commission accepts the tariff filings made by Verizon Delaware Inc., to implement its responsibilities to provide federal Lifeline and Link-Up in this "federal default" jurisdiction. In particular, the Commission now accepts the tariff revision filing made September 9, 2005 pertaining to the following leaves in P.S.C.-Del.-No. 1:

   Section 20D, Fourteenth Revised Sheet 1 (Link-Up);
   Section 20D, Fifth Revised Sheet 2 (Link-Up); and
   Section 20E, Eighth Revised Sheet 2 (Lifeline).
2. That the Commission reserves the jurisdiction and authority to enter such further orders in this matter as may be deemed necessary or proper.

BY ORDER OF THE COMMISSION:

[Signature]
Chair

Vice Chair

[Signature]
Commissioner

[Signature]
Commissioner

ATTEST:

[Signature]
Acting Secretary
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Affirmative Statement of the District of Columbia Public Service Commission
July 28, 2010

Mr. Lance J.M. Steinhart  
Counsel for i-wireless, LLC  
Lance J.M. Steinhart, PC  
1720 Windward Concourse, Suite 115  
Alpharetta, GA 30005

Dear Mr. Steinhart:

Thank you for your July 23, 2010 letter stating i-wireless LLC’s (“i-wireless”) intent to be designated as an eligible telecommunications carrier in the District of Columbia. Please be advised that, pursuant to section 34-2006(b) of the District of Columbia Code, the Public Service Commission of the District of Columbia (“Commission”) does not have jurisdiction over wireless carriers. Thus, the Commission has no authority to designate i-wireless as an eligible telecommunications carrier.

Attached please find a copy of the relevant section of the District of Columbia Code for your information. Should you need anything further, please contact me at 202-626-5140 or rbeverly@psc.dc.gov.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Richard A. Beverly  
General Counsel

Enclosure
DC ST § 34-2006
Formerly cited as DC ST 1981 § 43-1456

DC ST § 34-2006
Formerly cited as DC ST 1981 § 43-1456

Division V. Local Business Affairs
   Title 34. Public Utilities. (Refs & Annos)
      Subtitle V. Telecommunications.
         Chapter 20. Telecommunications Competition. (Refs & Annos)
   ➞§ 34-2006. Exemptions.

(a) This chapter shall not apply to cable television services performed pursuant to an existing cable
    television franchise agreement with the District of Columbia which is in effect on September 9, 1996. To
    the extent that a cable television company seeks to provide local exchange services within the District of
    Columbia, such company shall be regulated under the provisions of this chapter for their local exchange
    services.

(b) Pursuant to the federal Telecommunications Act of 1996, this chapter shall not apply to licensed or
    unlicensed wireless services authorized by the Federal Communications Commission operating in the
    District of Columbia.

(c) This chapter shall not:
   (1) Apply to the provision, rates, charges, or terms of service of Voice Over Internet Protocol Service or
       Internet Protocol-enabled Service;
   (2) Alter the authority of the Commission to enforce the requirements as are otherwise provided for, or
       allowed by, federal law, including the collection of Telecommunications Relay Service fees and universal
       service fees;
   (3) Alter the authority of the Office of Cable Television and Telecommunications with respect to the
       provision of video services in the District of Columbia; or
   (4) Alter the Commission's existing authority over the regulation of circuit-switched local exchange
       services in the District of Columbia.

CREDIT(S)
(Sept. 9, 1996, D.C. Law 11-154, § 7, 43 DCR 3736; June 5, 2008, D.C. Law 17-165, § 3(c), 55 DCR 5171.)

HISTORICAL AND STATUTORY NOTES
Prior Codifications

Effect of Amendments
D.C. Law 17-165 added subsec. (c).

Legislative History of Laws

For legislative history of D.C. Law 11-154, see Historical and Statutory Notes following § 34-2001.

For Law 17-165, see notes following § 34-403.

References in Text

The federal Telecommunications Act of 1996, referred to in (b), is Pub. L. 104-104, which is codified throughout Title 47 of the United States Code.

DC CODE § 34-2006

Current through June 16, 2010

Copyright © 2010 By the District of Columbia. All Rights Reserved.
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Affirmative Statement of the New Hampshire Public Utilities Commission
July 28, 2010

Lance J.M. Steinhart, P.C.
1720 Windward Course
Suite 115
Alpharetta, GA 30005

RE: i-wireless, LLC ETC designation

Dear Mr. Steinhart:

This is in response to your letter to the Commission, received on July 27, 2010, concerning the above referenced telecommunications carrier. You requested a statement from the Commission that i-wireless is not subject to the jurisdiction of the Commission, inasmuch as this will affect how i-wireless proceeds with efforts to become designated as an Eligible Telecommunications Carrier (ETC) for purposes of receiving universal service support pursuant to the Telecommunications Act.

Your attention is directed to a published order of the Commission, RCC Minnesota Inc, 88 NH PUC 611 (2003 (Order No. 24,245). In that order, the Commission acknowledged that it lacks state-law authority to regulate wireless carriers, id. at 615, citing Section 362:6 of the New Hampshire Revised Statutes Annotated, and therefore the Commission concluded that it also lacks jurisdiction to consider a request for ETC designation from the carrier. As a user of cellular spectrum to provide commercial mobile radio service, i-wireless may rely on the RCC Minnesota decision for the proposition that the Federal Communications Commission, rather than the New Hampshire Public Utilities Commission, is the appropriate agency to consider i-wireless’ bid for ETC status.

Sincerely,

Debra A. Howland
Executive Director
Exhibit G

Affirmative Statement of the New York Public Service Commission